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Bailey to explore its remarkable archive, the physical

out on 440 Strand and, with a hiatus between 1973 and

residue of the bank’s continuous activity in the
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1978 for refurbishment, the Library has been there

financial markets since its inception in 1692, with
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the purpose of inspiring a new body of work which

largely undisturbed and under lock and key, sadly but

both “creates a Coutts narrative, as well as visual
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perhaps inevitably more in a decorative capacity than

intrigue”. Her previous work includes the Jerwood
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as the originally intended resource of knowledge
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and inspiration for the Bank’s staff.

which Bailey offered an interpretation of the lives and
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relationship of modernist architect, Ernö Goldfinger,

The Library consists largely of nineteenth century

and his wife, Ursula Blackwell, using nothing more

works covering a plethora of subject matter as

than a selection of books from their library.

befitted the natural curiosity of an age devoted to Progress, many in fine tooled
leather bindings with luscious marbled or gilded page edges. Bailey’s Hours of
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Devotion series placed the emphasis on the pages and content that lies between the
tooled leather covers of these tomes. By contrast, with Shelf Life her focus has now
shifted to the bindings themselves – verso and recto - cropping uniformly to endow

Postscript (2005) was a visually arresting meditation on the passionate yet volatile
wartime affair between Lee Miller and Roland Penrose, the Lee Miller Archive granting
Bailey access to their correspondence from that period - a simple and spare resource,
usually regarded as the rather arid fiefdom of the professional biographer rather

particular significance to their spines.

than the raw materials for a fine artist.
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The resultant images are a testament to the process and wear of time, light and the
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occasional reader. The surfaces - marbled card, spun cloth or soft animal skin - retain
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ghostly light shadows on the bindings of their neighbours. The spines themselves,
proudly displaying the gold embossed decorations typical of the nineteenth century,

is not dissimilar in its approach. However the results are inevitably no longer about
personality, but rather about the more general sweep of human experience, in
particular that of London and its inhabitants in the mid to late nineteenth century.
Its inspiration was the display of over a thousand largely leather-bound books locked
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have been subjected to Bailey’s editorial instinct. As in the Postscript series (2005), where

in glass cabinets on the 4th floor of the Coutts headquarters at 440 Strand. Shelf Life

she tantalisingly obscured the contents of the love letters between Penrose and

(2008), on the other hand, is a completely separate, self-contained visual essay, which,

Miller, the titles here have been digitally excised from their customary position. This

while utilizing the same resource, manifests a markedly different conceptual approach.

de-contextualising imparts a stronger visual impact, presenting the viewer instead
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with simple spare fields of colour. For titles, each is bestowed its original library index

two new series of photographic works - Hours of

Known as the Old Staff Library, the collection was initiated in the 1850s by Angela

Devotion & Shelf Life - by the British artist and

Burdett-Coutts (1814-1906). By any measure, she was, as the future Edward VII observed,

number, though now pre-fixed with the classification Canto. The poetical implications
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series of 18 Cantos from 1963-4. Although here utilising the medium of photography

aware of the welfare of its employees. To this end, not

and taking as her subject the luscious surfaces fashioned by Victorian book- binders,

only did she pay close attention to the salary

Bailey’s cantos do reflect ‘a form, mood, colour beat, scale and key’ similar to the

structures and working hours, but introduced (and

lithographs that Newman created in that seminal series. Each image can stand alone,

paid for) free lunches and even set up a library and

but undoubtedly the 48 in the series offer a multiplicity of unique arrangements,

reading room on site especially for the staff.

creating almost infinite rhythms of different cadences and resonance. Like Newman,

Like most libraries, the development of the Old Staff

Bailey accepts that any “attempt to describe something which is alive is impossible”;

Library

in his essays Ezra Pound wrote of rhythm as ‘ the hardest quality of a man’s style
to counterfeit’. Shelf Life, in a sense, is her offering to her audience to do with

evidently

a

rather

organic,

even

Strand dependent on the natural vagaries of company

what they will, her invocation to the viewer to compose his or her own visual
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VERONICA BAILEY
In 2006, Coutts & Co, one of the oldest, most prestigious banking firms in London, commissioned
Veronica Bailey to explore its remarkable archive, the physical residue of the bank’s continuous
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activity in the financial markets since its inception in 1692, with the purpose of inspiring a new
body of work that both “creates a Coutt’s narrative, as well as visual intrigue”. Where Hours of
Devotion was Veronica Bailey’s initial response to the Coutts commission, Shelf Life is a separate,
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self-contained visual essay to emerge from her involvement with the books in the library at the

15 Old Bond Street, London

Coutts headquarters at 440 Strand. Known as the Old Staff Library, the collection was initiated
in the 1850s by Angela Burdett-Coutts (1814-1906). By any measure, she was, as the future Edward VII
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observed, “after my mother, the most remarkable woman in England”. In 1837, aged just 23, she
inherited her grandfather, Thomas Coutts’ fortune in the Bank and then devoted much of the rest
of her life to philanthropic causes. Although her involvement with the Bank was strictly
non-executive, she was undoubtedly seen as its figurehead and was keenly aware of the welfare of
its employees. To this end, not only did she pay close attention to the salary structures and
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working hours, but introduced (and paid for) free lunches and even set up a library and reading
room on site especially for the staff.
The Library consists largely of nineteenth century works covering a plethora of subject matter
as befitted the natural curiosity of an age devoted to Progress, many in fine tooled leather bindings
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with luscious marbled or gilded page edges. Where Bailey’s Hours of Devotion series placed the
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emphasis on the pages and content that lies between the tooled leather covers of these tomes.
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By contrast, with Shelf Life her focus has now shifted to the bindings themselves – verso and recto
- cropping uniformly to endow particular significance to their spines.
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The images are a testament to the process and wear of time, light and the occasional reader.
The surfaces - marbled card, spun cloth or soft animal skin - retain the battle scars of use.
Formerly adjacent library books of different heights have left ghostly light shadows on the
bindings of their neighbours. The spines themselves, proudly displaying the gold embossed
decorations typical of the nineteenth century, have been subjected to Bailey’s editorial instinct. As in
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Indeed in visual terms, the reference is perhaps less poetical than musical; Bailey is paying fealty
to those such as Rothko, and above all Barnett Newman with his own series of 18 Cantos from 1963-4.
Although here utilising the medium of photography and taking as her subject the luscious
surfaces fashioned by Victorian book- binders, Bailey’s cantos do reflect ‘a form, mood, colour
beat, scale and key’ similar to the lithographs that Newman created in that seminal series. Each image
can stand alone, but undoubtedly the 48 in the series offer a multiplicity of unique arrangements,
creating almost infinite rhythms of different cadences and resonance. Like Newman, Bailey accepts
that any “attempt to describe something which is alive is impossible”; in his essays Ezra Pound wrote
of rhythm as ‘ the hardest quality of a man’s style to counterfeit’. Shelf Life, in a sense, is her
offering to her audience to do with what they will, her invocation to the viewer to compose his
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VERONICA BAILEY
In 2006, Coutts & Co, one of the oldest, most prestigious banking firms in London, commissioned
Veronica Bailey to explore its remarkable archive, the physical residue of the bank’s continuous

SHELF LIFE

activity in the financial markets since its inception in 1692, with the purpose of inspiring a new
body of work that both “creates a Coutt’s narrative, as well as visual intrigue”. Where Hours of
Devotion was Veronica Bailey’s initial response to the Coutts commission, Shelf Life is a separate,
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self-contained visual essay to emerge from her involvement with the books in the library at the

15 Old Bond Street, London

Coutts headquarters at 440 Strand. Known as the Old Staff Library, the collection was initiated
in the 1850s by Angela Burdett-Coutts (1814-1906). By any measure, she was, as the future Edward VII
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observed, “after my mother, the most remarkable woman in England”. In 1837, aged just 23, she
inherited her grandfather, Thomas Coutts’ fortune in the Bank and then devoted much of the rest
of her life to philanthropic causes. Although her involvement with the Bank was strictly
non-executive, she was undoubtedly seen as its figurehead and was keenly aware of the welfare of
its employees. To this end, not only did she pay close attention to the salary structures and

VERONICA BAILEY

working hours, but introduced (and paid for) free lunches and even set up a library and reading
room on site especially for the staff.
The Library consists largely of nineteenth century works covering a plethora of subject matter
as befitted the natural curiosity of an age devoted to Progress, many in fine tooled leather bindings

Shelf Life 48 Fuji Archival C-type prints

with luscious marbled or gilded page edges. Where Bailey’s Hours of Devotion series placed the
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emphasis on the pages and content that lies between the tooled leather covers of these tomes.
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By contrast, with Shelf Life her focus has now shifted to the bindings themselves – verso and recto
- cropping uniformly to endow particular significance to their spines.

www.veronicabailey.co.uk

The images are a testament to the process and wear of time, light and the occasional reader.
The surfaces - marbled card, spun cloth or soft animal skin - retain the battle scars of use.
Formerly adjacent library books of different heights have left ghostly light shadows on the
bindings of their neighbours. The spines themselves, proudly displaying the gold embossed
decorations typical of the nineteenth century, have been subjected to Bailey’s editorial instinct. As in

Brochure produced for the London exhibition of
two new series of photographic works - Hours of

the Postscript series (2005), where she tantalisingly obscured the contents of the love letters

Devotion & Shelf Life - by the British artist and

between Roland Penrose and Lee Miller, the titles here have been digitally excised from their expected
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positions. This de-contextualising imparts a stronger visual impact, presenting the viewer instead
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with simple spare fields of colour. Upon each is bestowed its original library index number, though
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now pre-fixed with label Canto. The poetical implications are obvious – from Dante to Byron to

Essay - Giles Baker-Smith
Design - James Straffon

Pound – but it also imposes a rhythm upon the rich tonalities of colour.

Printing - Leycol

ISBN 978-3-9812982-1-5

Indeed in visual terms, the reference is perhaps less poetical than musical; Bailey is paying fealty
to those such as Rothko, and above all Barnett Newman with his own series of 18 Cantos from 1963-4.
Although here utilising the medium of photography and taking as her subject the luscious
surfaces fashioned by Victorian book- binders, Bailey’s cantos do reflect ‘a form, mood, colour
beat, scale and key’ similar to the lithographs that Newman created in that seminal series. Each image
can stand alone, but undoubtedly the 48 in the series offer a multiplicity of unique arrangements,
creating almost infinite rhythms of different cadences and resonance. Like Newman, Bailey accepts
that any “attempt to describe something which is alive is impossible”; in his essays Ezra Pound wrote
of rhythm as ‘ the hardest quality of a man’s style to counterfeit’. Shelf Life, in a sense, is her
offering to her audience to do with what they will, her invocation to the viewer to compose his
Colnaghi
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tooled leather covers of these tomes. By contrast, with Shelf Life her focus has now
shifted to the bindings themselves – verso and recto - cropping uniformly to endow
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wartime affair between Lee Miller and Roland Penrose, the Lee Miller Archive granting
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